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STUDENT SAFETY

ACCOLADES

Temporary
lighting
installed on
48th Avenue

Mary Idema Pew
Library named a
‘landmark library’
BY DYLAN GROSSER
DGROSSER@LANTHORN.COM

PASSION: Samite Mulondo sings traditional African music at GVSU's Loosemore Auditorium Tuesday, Oct. 11.
Mulondo performed a variety of his songs to help share his narrative of life as a refugee. GVL I sanda vazgec

IT’S LIT: A scenic overhead view of
48th Avenue, gvl | kevin sielaff
BY HANNAH LENTZ
ASSOCIATE@LANTHORN.COM

Over the weekend, six temporary
lighting towers were installed on 48th
Avenue after recommendations from
the greater Grand Valley State Univer
sity community to enhance the light
ing by ofF-campus apartments. Fol
lowing much discussion about how to
prevent sexual assault, GVSU has part
nered with Consumers Energy to put
up six lighting towers between Pierce
Street and Lake Michigan Drive.
Three additional towers are also
planned for installation near the bus
stop on Pierce Street across from
Copper Beech Townhouses and near
two bus stops on West Campus Drive
near Campus West Apartments.
Consumers Energy and GVSU will
share costs of the temporary towers.
Though the stretch on 48th Ave
nue near the majority of off-campus
apartments is not GVSU’s prop
erty, the university feels as though
this is an important addition to our
greater community, said Tim Thimmesch, associate vice president for
Facilities Services.
“This will enhance the safety and
security of our students living west of
this roadway’’ Thimmesch said. “The
university is very concerned about our
students living in these off-campus
complexes and took the lead to initiate
this interim lighting installation.”

Finding healing
through song
Ugandan musician Samite Mulondo
spreads positivity with African music
of the kalimba, a small thumb
piano generating sounds simi
lar to those of a xylophone. The
hythmic beats, floating music lead into the narrative of
melodies and impact his life and this pattern of dia
ful lyrics are the main logue and performance contin
components needed ued throughout the night.
Motivated by his grandfa
to create African music. These
are also the elements Ugandan ther’s influence never to focus on
musician Samite Mulondo uses material things, Mulondo grew
to spread hope, healing and up spending his time immersed
in music, paying more attention
peace around the world.
Mulondo presented “Lessons to something he could do instead
of Humanity, What My Grand of the things he could have.
Mulondo shared the story of
father Taught Me” in the Loosemore Auditorium at Grand Valley his childhood, one filled with
State University Tuesday, Oct. 11. happiness, family and music.
In a discussion intertwined with However, his life was abruptly
musical performance, he shared changed when a dictator came
his stories of being a refugee, his to power in Uganda. He fled
efforts to heal those in difficult to Kenya soon after where he
circumstances and explained how spent time in a refugee camp,
the fabric of his life was created by here his grandfather’s lessons
came to fruition.
his grandfather’s knowledge.
“Once you take away all of
The audience sat attentively
as Mulondo filled the room with the material things you find
the melodic, whimsical sound that we are all human beings,”
Mulondo said. “You all want
BY SANDA VAZGEC
ASSISTANTNEWS@LANTHORN.COM
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SEE LIGHTS I A5

to laugh, you all want to eat,
you all want to sleep.”
Eventually relocating to New
York, Mulondo kept his passion
for music alive and connected
with other musicians in the area.
He was approached to take
part in an opportunity to go back
to Africa and share his music with
people in Liberia. Though hesi
tant at first, he accepted the op
portunity and realized the power
of music while he was there.
While playing the flute for
a group of children, he noticed
more people starting to gather
around. Soon, the mothers
started to sing along with the
children and Mulondo de
scribed how the dark cloud over
their lives seemed to float away.
“I realized I could help people
sing again,” Mulondo said. “Peo
ple would start talking about the
future, they had hope again.”

SEE SAMITE | A2

'Hie Mary Idema Pew Library
Learning and Information Commons
was named one of five “Landmark Li
braries” for 2016 by an online librarybased publication, Library Journal.
The panel of five judges brought in by
Library Journal surveyed 14 different
newly renovated or newly built librar
ies across the country, and elected five
of them to be “Landmark Libraries,”
one of them being Grand Valley State
University’s Mary Idema Pew Library.
To be considered for the “Land
mark Library” honor, a library had
to have been renovated or built after
2012. The libraries also had to meet a
series of standards centered around a
library’s impact on campus. The judg
es considered several factors when
determining the winners such as the
quality of the materials used during
the construction, how the library is
able to adapt to cultural and techno
logical changes on campus, how the
design is effective in delivering the
library’s services, environmental ef
ficiency and a sense of beauty.
One of the judges, Lisa Peet,
associate news editor for Library
Journal, said the Mary Idema Pew
Library was a great example of a
“Landmark Library.”
“I just think it’s really imaginative
and innovative,” Peet said. “It chose
its materials smartly with a lot of
thought to the future, and I think it
was built to be used really, really well.”
Dean of University Libraries
Lee Van Orsdel said the reward
represents the hard work and ef
fort put in by her and her staff for
the creation of the library.
SEE LIBRARY | A2

HONOR: Students study in the Mary
Idema Pew Library. GVL I SARA CARTE

AWARENESS

‘With no water, there is no life’
Native American Student Association holds rally about Dakota Access Pipeline
BY EMILY DORAN
EDORAN@LANTHORN.COM

In an effort to educate the Grand
Valley State University community
about the Dakota Access Pipeline
(DAPL) and its potential ramifica
tions, the GVSU Native American
Student Association (NASA) held
an awareness rally in the Cook-DeWitt Plaza Monday, Oct. 10.
NASA members and representa
tives from other student organiza
tions took turns using a microphone
to speak to attendees and passersby
about the universal need for water in
an attempt to relate DAPL concerns to
the broader GVSU community.
“With no water, there is no life,”
said Joe Cadreau, a NASA mem
ber. “All I’m trying to do is raise
awareness about this issue."
Rally participants voiced their
support for the Standing Rock
Sioux Tribe, which has been pro
testing the DAPL construction and
has filed a federal complaint over
the issue. The tribe cited potential

environmental consequences and
destruction of significant and sa
cred sites as reasons to halt the proj
ect. DAPL proponents, on the other
hand, maintain the pipeline, de
signed to transport crude oil across
four states, will have a significant
and positive economic impact.
“(We held the rally) to support the
tribe that’s out there trying to stop
what’s going on,” said Ashley Jacobs, a
NASA member. “(They) need people
like us in other tribes to back them up.”
Linking the DAPL concerns to
other water-related issues, rally
speakers argued minorities in
particular are disproportionately
affected by water problems.
“These occurrences are either
happening (in) urban areas or on
tribal land, so those are predomi
nately the areas where minorities
live and go to school,” said Cheyanna Green-Molett, vice president
of GVSU’S NAACP chapter. “Da
kota pipelines has the potential to
be the Flint water crisis. We don’t
want the pipelines due to the fact

that they could burst, they could af
fect the water system in Dakota. If
we prevent them from even putting
them in, that’s preventing possible
contamination of the water.”
Green-Molett also voiced her
concern that non-minority students
might be unaware of many issues
such as this one facing minorities.
She said since most of the people at
GVSU are predominately white, they
might not know or understand the
issues minority students face.
“Most of their friends are not
people of color, so (if) we are out
here and we are showing them
what the problems are, they can
see it from our point of view as
well,” she said. “We’re just expos
ing them to everyday culture that
we have to deal with, (disparities)
that we have to deal with, everyday
things that we have to think about
as minorities in this community.”
Melissa Knox, a GVSU Intersec
tions ambassador, participated in the
SEE WATER | A2

STANDING IN SOLIDARITY: Laker students participate in the "Water is Life"
awareness rally Monday. Oct. 10 near the GVSU Kirkhof Center. GVL | LUKE HOLMES
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OMAN & DUBAI INFO SESSION
The Padnos International Center at Grand Valley
State University will host a study abroad info session
Friday, Oct. 14 on its the Oman and Dubai business,
culture and language program. This program focuses on
the language, culture and business practices of Oman
and the United Arab Emirates.
Oman and the UAE are Middle Eastern countries and
members of the Gulf Cooperation Council. They share many
features of global economic development while maintaining
traditional heritage and cultural practices. Students will be
immersed in Arabic culture and language, comparing the
modern and traditional aspects of the area.
They will also learn about business practices and the
influence of culture on business. The session will take place
in Lake Ontario Hall Room 167 from 11 a m. to noon. There
will also be apple cider and donuts.

GMAT WORKSHOP
The Seidman College of Business will host a GMAT
workshop Saturday, Oct. 15 in DeVos Center Room 136E.
The workshop will focus on quantitative analysis and help
students create their own study strategies. The session will
take place from 8 a.m. to noon and is free of cost.
Any student currently enrolled or planning on tak
ing a 500-level foundation course or students planning
on taking traditional higher-level business classes are
encouraged to attend. The goal of the workshop is to help
students reduce test anxiety by getting them familiar with
the information on the assessment.

STUDENT SENATE FUNDING REPORT FOR THE
WEEK OF OCT. 10
Event funding:
A Cappella Groove requested and received $75 for a
conference registration fee in Allendale Jan. 14.
The future alumni association requested and received
$1,200 for a carnival and games for an event Saturday. Oct. 22.
The Muslim student association requested and received
$3,822 for speakers and food for an event Friday, Oct. 28.
Travel funding:
Alpha Kappa Psi requested $165.32 for transportation to
Cedar Point Saturday, Oct. 29. The request was denied.
University Christian Outreach requested and received
$1,100 for a trip to Comstock Park for a camping event.
The exercise science club requested $1,912 for a
conference Nov. 3-5 in Ft. Wayne, Indiana. They received
$1,490 for the conference.
The Lanthorn requested $2,490 for a conference in
Washington, D.C. Oct. 20-23. They received $1,500.
Euphoria requested and received $250 to go to a com
petition in Ann Arbor, Michigan Saturday, Jan. 21.
Cultural funding board:
The Black Student Union requested, and will receive
upon the submission of additional documents, $3,520 for
their Cafe Mahogany event.
The African Student Council requested and received
$3,601 for a Global Lounge event Friday, Oct. 21 at 7 p.m. in
the Pere Marquette Room in the Kirkhof Center.
The Native American student association requested and
received $8,445 for their 19th annual "Celebrating All Walks
of Life” traditional pow wow, which will take place April 8-9.
Other funding:
The League of Legends club requested and received
$360.20 for a server port.
The beekeepers club requested and received $222.38 for
beekeeping equipment.

THE NEXT FUNDING BOARD MEETING DATES ARE:
Cultural Funding Board Monday, Oct. 24 in Kirkhof Center Room 1142,1 p.m.
to 2 p.m.
Appropriations Funding Board Tuesday, Oct. 18 in Kirkhof Center Room 2201, 4 p.m.
to 5:30 p.m.
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ADAPTATION: Brittany Patrosso studies for her exams in the Mary Idema Pew Library Tuesday, Oct. 11. The Mary Idema Pew Library was
just named one of five landmark libraries in the country for its ability to adapt to cultural and technological changes, gvl I SARA carte

LIBRARY
CONTINUED FROM A1

“I think this award is ex
ceptionally important be
cause it indicates the degree
to which our project here at
Grand Valley will have im
pact on other libraries, and
puts Grand Valley in the
minds of academics all over
the country and around the
world,” Van Orsdel said.
Emily Puckett Rodgers was
the project coordinator for the
award series. A University of
Michigan graduate, she said she
knew Van Orsdel and the Mary
Idema Pew Library before the

award was handed out, and was
pleased GVSU got recognized.
“I think its an excellent ex
ample of some of the trends we
identified in this series where
libraries are really being lead
ers on campus in the pursuit
of understanding the academic
process,” Rodgers said.
Construction on the Mary
Idema Pew Library began in
2011, although its concep
tion can be dated back to 2008
when Van Orsdel and her team
of staff set out to find inspira
tion across the country for a
new library in hopes of replac
ing the old one, which she said
students called “the dungeon.”
“It was awful,” she said.

“The architectural style used
to make it is literally called
brutalism, a 1960s style of us
ing concrete on the exterior of
buildings with little embellish
ment. It was drop-dead ugly
on the outside, and dark on
the inside. Everybody hated it.”
After spending two years
searching the country, she
said she found little luck
finding what she wanted to
be built, meaning when the
university gave her and her
team the go-ahead to design
it seriously in 2010, they had
to start from scratch.
Van Orsdel said she is
grateful for the university
and their various donors for

SAMITE
CONTINUED FROM A1

ENGAGEMENT: The "Water is Life" awareness rally was held next
to the Cook Carillon Tower Monday, Oct. 10. GVL I LUKE holmes

WATER
CONTINUED FROM A1

rally to express her solidarity
with affected parties and learn
more about the DAPL issue.
“I think as a white person,
its really important to lend
my solidarity and its my role
to be educated and to actively
pursue that education,” Knox
said. “So I’m here to learn, I’m
here to lend my voice howev

er I can and to just provide my
support in any way.”
Several rally participants
expressed their hope that
people who stopped by and
got more information about
DAPL would share what
they learned with others in
order to spread awareness.
“Were just trying to get
other people to know,” Ja
cobs said. “Were just trying
to inform people.”

Mulondo grew up with
a strong encouragement to
give back, set by the example
of his stepfather and a pas
sion for music he realized
when he heard his grandfa
ther play the flute for the first
time. He decided to combine
his two passions and help
others by using music to heal.
He created Musicians for
World Harmony, an organiza
tion dedicated to helping peo
ple affected by war, HIV/AIDS
and other tragedies. His most
prominent work deals with
child soldiers, a huge problem
in some African countries.
Mulondo said introduc
ing the former child soldiers
to music not only helped
them deal with their internal
struggles but it also helped
them integrate back into
society to be accepted into

helping getting the library
built, and said the award of
“Landmark Library” goes to
them instead. After all the
hard-work, Van Orsdel said
certain things made the pro
cess all worth it.
“I think most of us that
have been along for this ad
venture would say its a high
light in a career and in a life
time to take a big dream and
realize it,” Van Orsdel said.
“Our thrill comes to us ev-.
eryday all over again when we
walk outside our offices and
we see you guys out there, it
literally never fails to thrill us.
It was the dream of the life
time to do this.”

their villages once again.
“We remove the guns from
the childrens hands and re
place them with musical in
struments,” Mulondo said.
His narrative to the au
dience in the auditorium
progressed as he taught
them to sing “kaleba” ^Jqpg
to one of his songs.
The presentation was
sponsored by the School
of Communications, Area
and Global Studies and the
African/African American
studies department.
“Were very interested in
exposing students to as many
global perspectives as pos
sible,” said Stafford Smith,
professor of photography
at GVSU. “Communication
isn’t limited to one genre and
Samite’s work is an example
of that. He uses different ele
ments like photo, music and
beautiful narrative in his
work which is a great exam
ple to our students.”
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SUSTAINABILITY

GV faculty member named
Energy Engineer of the Year
Terry Pahl’s work for sustainability, energy efficiency earned him national recognition
we not implemented energyefficient practices,” he said.
It is for big stats like this
i Over the last decade and to show the effects of over
£ half, Grand Valley State 300 sustainability projects
University has taken strides that Pahl was named energy
to increase the efficiency and engineer of the year. On a
sustainability of its facilities. day-to-day basis, however,
JMuch of this work - which he works toward complet
consists of a wide array of ing various tasks that can
projects like replacing less include anything from coor
ienergy efficient light fixtures dinating snow melt sensors
and energy use in housing to making energy source
units - involves GVSU fa choices based on economics,
for example using natural
cilities engineer Terry Pahl.
Pahl, who has been gas instead of steam.
—
“By the end
working
at
of 2016, Grand
GVSU
for
Valley will avoid
over 17 years,
“He’s dedicated,
utility costs of at
was
recently
loyal and stays
least $2.3 million
named Energy
on top of energy
annually through
Engineer
of
the use of ener
the Year by the
initiatives,
gy-efficient pro
Association of
especially in
cedures,” he said.
Energy Engi
regard to the
It is the small
neers
(AEE)
changes
Pahl
- a worldwide
university.”
helps implement
nonprofit rec
that cut costs in
ognizing indi
TIM THIMMESCH
the
university
viduals and or
GVSU FACILITIES
budget, allowing
ganizations for
those amounts to
contributions
to the energy industry. The be put toward other expenses.
This reduction in energy
AEE has a membership base
in 98 countries and Pahl re consumption and utilities
ceived the award for region costs, despite substantial
three of the U.S., which cov growth in campus area and
enrollment, was the basis
ers most of the Midwest.
Pahl said GVSU has been for Pahl’s nomination. GVseeing a gigantic amount of SU’s student body has been
cost avoidance over its four steadily growing, and those
campuses in the 2016 fiscal large numbers became incen
tive to update the university’s
year compared to that of 2002.
“It would have cost Grand current practices. Pahl said
Valley an extra $3.3 (mil sometimes it’s the little chang
lion) for water, electricity, es that add up the quickest,
natural gas, and steam had resulting in that goal.
Y RILEY COLLINS
EWS@LA N THORN. COM

BEING EFFICIENT: Terry Pahl, second from the right, poses with his Energy Engineer of the Year plaque. Pahl was named Energy Engineer
of the Year by the Association of Energy Engineers for his work in the reduction of energy consumption at GVSU. COURTESY | TERRY PAHL

Anyone can see the evi
dence of his contributions
just by walking through
campus. Tim Thimmesch,
associate vice president of
GVSU facilities knows Pahl
as a close colleague and
leader within the facilities
department.
m Tic i-ma: L^^hLy Jtecommended from 'brtfe't «3f the

engineering firms in Grand
Rapids,” Thimmesch said.
He works closely with Pahl
on his initiatives at GVSU.
Though his bachelor’s
degree is in mechanical en
gineering, Pahl has turned
his career toward energy
engineering and sustain
ability, and
an opp

his skills in the field at a
quickly expanding GVSU.
“I’ve been working with
him for about 19 years now
(and) he’s taken leadership
in energy roles,” Thimmesch
said. “He has truly become
an asset to the university.”
Thimmesch said in his
opinion, Pahl has taken jt on
himself to help create a uni

bbf. to noi^'ncU'? onf noqu
“I Ml > ...........

Jb±US

GOVERNANCE

versity that stays ahead of
less-efficient alternatives to
everyday energy usage.
“He does what’s re
quired and then some,” he
said. “He’s dedicated, loyal
and stays on top of energy
initiatives, especially in re
gard to the university.”

■ > 4ifl rftflT

INDIGENOUS PEOPLE

Athletic department
updates student senate
about future plans at GV
BY JESS HODGE
NEWS@LANTHORN.COM

Grand Valley State Univer
sity prides itself on top-notch
academics, a beautiful cam
pus and great sports teams.
From the football team to the
liockey club, there are 577 stu
dent athletes at GVSU.
' Athletic director Keri
Jiecker and deputy director of
Jthletic external operations
Doug Lipinski talked to GV6U’s student senators Thurs
day, Oct. 6 about changes
and updates to the athletic
department for the year.
* A big change that has been
Jvell-received on campus is
the deal GVSU signed with
£SPN 3. This will help reach
more viewers with coverage
I)f live events, including foot
ball and soccer. Lipinski said
liVSU has the third-largest
Jadio network and viewers
Jn the state, just behind the
JJniversity of Michigan and
Jdichigan State University.
• Becker talked about her
position as the new ath
letic director and what she
would bring to the table.

“My number one priority is
to create the best student ath
lete experience possible for our
577 student athletes,” she said.
“All of my decisions I ask my
self that question: ‘How does it
affect our student athletes?”’
Stephen Cooper, a stu
dent senator on the public
relations committee, asked
Becker if GVSU is looking
into becoming a Division I
school in the near future.
“As long as I’m AD here, it’s
not something I would ever
want to do,” she said. Becker
broke down numbers and said
becoming a Division I school
would add on to students’ tu
ition, which is not something
she thinks is necessary.
Becker said Division II
athletics, especially at GVSU,
fit into the culture on cam
pus and give the university
the right feel. There are 577
student athletes, 41 percent
of which are from out of state.
Of the 577,20 percent of those
athletes are students of color.
Focusing on what works
and enhancing that is one of
Beckers main focuses this
school year. She said there
are two things she wants to

focus on. First is embracing
what already works and the
core values of the athletic
department. The second is
enhancing the program.
“I’m looking at our athlet
ic department through a lens
of, not so much improvement
because that almost some
times implies that there is
something wrong,” she said.
“So I said ‘OK, let me look
at our athletic department
through the lens of enhance
ment.’ How can we enhance
what we’re already doing in a
way that continues us to give
us that competitive edge?”
GVSU student senator
Terrell Couch asked Beck
er her stance on if athletes
were to protest. Becker said
she isn’t against the idea at
all, as the athletes are also
students and are allowed to
express their thoughts, even
if in the form of protesting.
Ella Fritzemeier, student
senate president, added that
during the sexual assault
summit she attended, the
topic of athletes speaking out
against sexual violence and
sexual assault is something
GVSU is going to look in to.

»

Making CHANGES: Keri Becker speaks to GVSU's student senators Thursday, Oct. 6. As the new ath
letic director, Becker discussed updates and changes in the athletic department
♦ ♦

GVL | LUKE HOLMES

CHANGING HISTORY: (From left to right) Patti Caudill, Belinda Bardwell, Levi Rickert, Steve Perry
and Ben Williams during the “Rethinking Columbus Day” event Monday Oct. 10. GVL I EMILY FRYE

Rethinking Columbus Day
Panel focuses on education about native and indigenous people
BY KYLE DOYLE
KDOYLE@LANTHORN.COM

A group of 300 protest
ers from the Standing Rock
Native American tribe
moved in to stop bulldoz
ers that were clearing a
path for the Dakota Ac
cess Pipeline through their
ancestral burial grounds.
Unbeknownst to them, a
private security company
hired by Energy Transfer
Partners was waiting for
them to move in. When
the Standing Rock people
moved in, the security
company released German
shepherds and pit bulls on
to the protesters, injuring
several of them.
What they did at Stand
ing Rock is exactly what
Christopher Columbus did
when he came to the Ameri
cas, said Levi Rickert, edi
tor for Native News Online.
Only, the dogs didn’t kill the
people at Standing Rock.
On Monday, Oct. 10,
Grand Valley State University
hosted “Rethinking Colum
bus: A Movement Toward
Indigenous Peoples Day.” The
event brought to light issues
facing the Native American
community from both his
tory and the present day, and
called for Columbus Day to be

disbanded and replaced with
Indigenous Peoples Day.
The event featured a panel
ranging from members of the
Potawatomi tribe to city offi
cials to journalists who talked
about the treatment of native
peoples in the Americas since
Columbus’ first landing, draw
ing parallels to the protests of
the Dakota Access Pipeline.
“If I got on a bulldozer and
I started going through a cem
etery, I’d be arrested,” Rickert
said. “I’d be on the front page
of the paper, I’d be made out to
be the biggest monster ever.”
The protests, which started
in August, have sparked con
troversy across the nation.
Several people have called for
a halt to construction of the
pipe through the land deemed
culturally sensitive, includ
ing President Barack Obama,
Senator Bernie Sanders and
Green Party presidential can
didate fill Stein.
Several members of the
Native American commu
nity have shown their sup
port as well as a growing
numbers of protesters, ex
ceeding 4,000 people.
Project manager of the
Gi-gikinomaage-min proj
ect and chair of the Grand
Rapids community relations
commission Lin Bardwell,
said what is happening in
Dakota is disgraceful.

“It would be like me going
into Arlington and digging ev
erything up,” Bardwell said.
The panel discussed Co
lumbus Day and the his
tory behind it, unanimously
agreeing Columbus should
not have his own day, but in
stead, the second Monday of
October should be renamed
Indigenous Peoples Day, in
order to celebrate all native
peoples in the Americas.
“I was a history teacher for
a long time (and) I always had
a problem with it (Columbus
Day) because I knew the real
history,” said Steven Naganashe Perry, part-time faculty
member and member of the
GVSU Native American ad
visory board. “People don’t
understand that perspective,
they don’t understand the
atrocities that happened and
to honor him is a disservice.”
The event attracted a
wide array of students look
ing to become more knowl
edgeable on the topic.
“I wanted to learn more
about the history behind Co
lumbus Day because all you
ever hear about it is how he
sailed the ocean blue in 1492,”
said Katherine Webster, a
GVSU sophomore. “I remem
ber in the K-12 system, we
didn’t really learn too much
in depth about how it affected
the Native Americans."
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By Taylor Scholtens

Ending the
celebration of
Columbus Day
National holiday is far
overdue for removal
ver since we took Columbus Day as well.
our first steps into
We need to, as Lakers,
elementary school, be sure we are supporting
we were taught the and standing with those
basics of math, Englishwho
andcorrectly recognize the
the history of the US. In ad truth of how America was
dition to people like George founded and who Christo
Washington and Abraham pher Columbus really was.
Lincoln, a prominent figure Celebrating genocide, rape
in American history who and torture is not some
is held in high regards is thing we should condone.
Christopher Columbus. Co We should honor the peo
lumbus has been honorably ple who actually founded
named the founder of Amer the land, who were forced
ica, the one who discovered out of their native land.
the unknown world.’
Making the decision on
In reality, however, Co whether or not Columbus
lumbus wasn’t as great of a Day is inaccurate and hurt
guy as we make him out to be. ful should not be up to those
He was not the first person on who are not of indigenous
American soil, nor was he the heritage. The history we are
first to find the land. When it celebrating on Columbus
comes down to it, he was es Day has become unknown
sentially the leader of a mass to many Americans, es
genocide. He stumbled across pecially due to educating
land which was already oc youth on a fabricated story.
cupied, but decided it was When thinking about cel
his right to take over the area ebrating American history,
anyway. His name only recol recognizing the experiences
lects memories of pain, suf of those who were treated
fering and trauma to the Na unjustly should be a priority.
tive American people.
Changing the celebration
So why do we continue to to honoring those people
praise him and hold him in who originally settled Amer
such high regard? Year after ica would help not only those
year on the second Monday involved with indigenous
of October, we continually people or tribes, but the
celebrate Columbus Day. country as a whole. This deci
What does this say about us sion will also ultimately help
as a society? Why have we make GVSU a more inclusive
not changed the way our place to the small portion of
education system has failed students who are indigenous
to tell the true tale of the in people or those who come
digenous people who were from indigenous tribes.
brutally attacked when Co
If we continue to cel
ebrate a holiday represent
lumbus arrived?
Many cities nationwide ing such a terrible period in
have enacted the change to history, we are not learning
“Indigenous Peoples Day.” from our past mistakes in
It’s time to follow suit. The order to improve our future.
city council in East Lan Failure to recognize the real
sing, Michigan approved ity of what has happened to
the change Tuesday, Sept. the indigenous people of this
27, following in the foot country will only set us fur
steps of Ann Arbor, Alpe ther back and diminish the
na, Ypsilanti and Traverse efforts to make our country
City, all of which dropped a better, more inclusive place.
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The value of a woman
Donald Trump’s remarks about sexual violence are unforgivable

BY AUDRA GAMBLE
EDI TORIA L@LAN THORN. COM

Over the weekend, Repub
lican presidential candidate
Donald Trump landed in
boiling hot water after a tape
from 2005 was released,
showing his vulgar com
ments about women.
Perhaps most egregiously,
Trump said “when you’re a
star, they let you do it. You can
do anything. Grab them by the
pussy, you can do anything.”
The actions Trump de
scribes in this statement are
descriptions of sexual assault.
While Trump and his support
ers may call these statements
the then-59-year-old made
“locker room banter,” the presi
dential candidate received a
great deal of backlash for what
he said in the tape.

Editor-in-chief
Associate editor
News editor
Sports editor
A&E editor
Laker Life editor
BY JESSE M. BERNAL
BERNAUE@GVSU.EDU

WHAT IS A LANTHORN?
Lant • hom, n [old English]
lanthorn is two syllables,
pronounced Lant-horn. It is a
lantern that was used in midto-late 16th century Europe. It
was constructed of leather and a

single lens made of a thin piece
of ox or steer horn. It was used
for illumination and as a beacon.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
slogan is: "Give light and the
people will find their own way.”

GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn's opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the
Grand Valley State University
community. Student opinions
published here do not
necessarily reflect those of the
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
aims to be a safe vehicle for
community discussion The
Lanthorn will not publish
or entertain any forms of
hate speech, but will not
discriminate against any other
views, opinions or beliefs. The
content, information and views
expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those
of the university, its Board of
Trustees, officers, faculty or staff
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and are reserved
for letters to the editor only,

all other reader-generated
content can be submitted to
the Grand Valley Lanthorn’s
YourSpace page by emailing
community(fi>lanthorn.com.
Letters to the editor should
include the author’s full name
and relevant title along with a
valid email and phone number
for confirming the identity of
the author. Letters should be
approximately 500-650 words
in length, and are not edited
by the staff of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn outside of technical
errors for clarity.
To make a submission,
email at editoriaKSXanthorn.
com or by dropping off your
submission in person at:

0051 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE
UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
616-826-8276

Since our first class of
students began in 1963,
Grand Valley State University
has been educating students
to shape their lives, profes
sions, and our society through
a robust and challenging
curriculum steeped in the
tradition of liberal education.
This tradition emphasizes a
strong capacity for empathy, a
sense of social responsibility,
and strong analytical, critical
thinking and problem solving

skills in addition to specific
knowledge and skills in a par
ticular field of study.
In order for GVSU stu
dents to truly develop a sense
of social responsibility that
allows them to be responsible
citizens, they must be able to
work with, empathize with
and respect individuals from
all backgrounds and identities.
Diversity is a core competency
of liberally educated students
in the 21st century and its im
portance in higher education
is borne out in the research.
As the vice president for
inclusion and equity at GVSU
and a practiced diversity of
ficer, I frequently point to four
main reasons that diversity is
critical in higher education.
First and foremost, edu
cational research has demon
strated significant positive ef
fects on educational outcomes
when a diverse student body
is present. Living and learn
ing among people of different

EDITORIAL<a>LANTHORN.COM

statement for comfort.
In fact, when prompted by
bestselling author Kelly Oxford
on T witter, more than a million
women shared their experienc
es with sexual violence, uniting
with the hashtag #notokay.
All these women, and far
more who are less public about
their experiences, need to be
heard. Their real-life encoun
ters with rape and sexual
violence are not something
anyone should have to go
through, and it’s certainly not
something to be joked about
in a locker room or anywhere
else in existence. This kind of
language is a clear perpetua
tion of rape culture.
Whether any American,
male, female or otherwise, has
a woman they respect in their
life, Americans should not
accept the crude and danger
ous way T rump talks about
women, about human beings.
As voters across the nation
begin to cast their ballots for
the next president of the U.S.,
it is imperative to remem
ber these words Trump has
spoken. This lack of respect for
other people is not appropriate
for a locker room or anywhere
else, and it certainly isn’t appro
priate for the Oval Office.

identities and life experiences
enhances the experience of all
students. The presence of di
versity contributes significantly
to a student’s development of
empathy and social respon
sibility - two key elements of
liberal education. The presence
of diverse group of students
makes for more fruitful con
versation in class and brings
the curriculum to life.
Diversity is also beneficial
when it comes to employabil
ity after graduation. Survey
research of industry and
corporate leaders indicate that
businesses are relying on em
ployees who can operate in a
diverse environment. Employ
ers value employees who can
work together, across cultures
and with a diverse perspective.
Closely related to this
“business case” for diversity,
is the idea that the university
has a responsibility to create
global citizens. This is part of
what GVSU is referring to in

its mission statement about
educating students to shape
their societies. The societ
ies in which our graduates
are living and working are
increasingly heterogeneous
and global in nature.
The experiences a GVSU
student has with people of
diverse backgrounds prepares
them to be conscientious and
ethical citizens and profes
sionals who understand that
their experiences are not
universal and that different
people experience the world
in different ways and, as a
result, have different needs.
This understanding is invalu
able in our increasingly con
nected global community.
The fourth and perhaps
most important case for diver
sity in higher education is tied
to social justice.
LOG ON TO:
www.lanthorn.com
FOR THE FULL ARTICLE
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THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION

BLOG

Have you ever utilized the
Safewalk program at GVSU?

Do you think Columbus Day
should still be celebrated?

Accepting the struggle of
senioritis

Yes
No
I’ve Never Heard of it

LOG ON & VOTE
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30%

By Claire Fisher
www.lanthorn.com
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QUESTION OF THE ISSUE DO YOU THINK COLUMBUS DAY SHOULD STILL BE CELEBRATED AND WHY?
EMILY HEYBURN

LOGAN SACKEY

"No, should we really celebrate a holiday about
a man colonizing an area?”

"No it shouldn’t be celebrated. Indigenous
Peoples Day or Bartolome de las Casas Day
would be more appropriate."

YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: English and Classics
HOMETOWN: Highland. Michigan

YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Nursing
HOMETOWN: Shelby Township, Michigan

WHAT’S YOUR PROBLEM?
HAVE A PROBLEM THAT
YOU NEED HELP SOLVING?
SEND US AN EMAIL.

It’s encouraging that in
light of what Trump seems
to think are casual mentions
of sexual violence, men are
sticking up for women and
how women are talked about.
Across the nation and across
political lines, men in power
made statements about how
they support and stand by
the grandmothers, mothers,
aunts, nieces, daughters and
granddaughters of America.
But here’s the thing.
Women’s experiences with
sexual violence should not
be valued or validated based
upon their relationship to
men. Yes, women are moth
ers, they are sisters, they are
daughters. And yes, all men
have a mother or an aunt or
some other strong female
figure they look up to. But
do you know why their sto
ries of sexual assault and ob
jectification matter? Because
they’re human beings.
At the moment in the 2005
tape when Trump said he
could grab women by their
genitals and get away with it,
it’s still unclear who, if anyone
in particular, he was referring
to. Honestly, it doesn’t really
matter. Far too many women
have real-life experiences that
are too similar to Trump’s

The importance of diversity in higher education

GVL EDITORIAL BOARD
AUDRA GAMBLE
HANNAH LENTZ
JESS HODGE
BEAU TROUTMAN
KATE BRANUM
ASHLYN KORIENEK

Trump’s own running mate,
Indiana Gov. Mike Pence, said
this: “As a husband and father,
I was offended by the words
and actions described by Don
ald Trump the eleven-year-old
video released yesterday. I do
not condone his remarks and
cannot defend them.”
It wasn’t just Pence who
reprimanded Trump for his
actions, either. Many politi
cal leaders from both sides of
the aisle criticized Trump’s
language in the tape.
“These comments are
repugnant, and unacceptable
in any circumstance,” said
U.S. Senate Majority Leader
Mitch McConnell. “As the
father of three daughters, I
strongly believe that Trump
needs to apologize directly to
women and girls everywhere,
and take full responsibility
for the utter lack of respect
for women shown in his
comments on that tape.”
And Trump’s former
opponents were quick to
criticize his words, too.
“As the grandfather of
two precious girls, I find
that no apology can excuse
away Donald Trump’s repre
hensible comments degrad
ing women,” said former
Florida Gov. Jeb Bush.

JOSHUA HARRIS

CHELSEA AYOTTE

“I’m indifferent because I’ve never celebrated it
and it holds no significance to me.”

"No, I think we celebrate enough European
holidays as it is. America is a diverse country so
we need to celebrate more diverse holidays."

YEAR Senior
MAJOR: Accounting
HOMETOWN: Detroit. Michigan

YEAR: Senior
MAJOR: English
HOMETOWN: Auburn Hills. Michigan
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REPLENISH

GV Red Tide tampon drive
set to meet student needs
BY SHAE SLAUGHTER
SSLAUGH TER(a)L A N THORN. COM

Its no secret that the price
of tuition, books, rent and
other fees can add up for col
lege students. Some students
have a harder time than oth
ers affording all of these things
while also being able to pur
chase basic necessities. To help
provide these important items
to students, Grand Valley State
University started the Red Tide
tampon drive, a program that
looks to fundraise toiletries and
personal hygiene products for
students who might not be able
to easily attain them otherwise.
While GVSU has spon
sored a student food pantry
known as Replenish since
2009, the Red Tide tampon
drive is a program new to
the university. The concept
was thought of by Jennifer
Palm, assistant to Ihe Grad
uate School (TGS).
“The Red Tide tampon
drive is an idea I came up
with last year when we came
up with the campus food
drive,” she said. “I made it
a personal goal to collect
feminine hygiene items.”
Collecting these items not
only addresses the need for
them across campus, but also
helps to tackle the taboo sub
ject of feminine hygiene.
“There’s such a stigma
around tampons and pads,”
Palm said. “We hide them in

our purses and pockets and we
hope no one sees them and its
kind of silly. 1 hey’re a shared
experience for a lot of women.”
While Replenish also col
lects hygiene products, Palm
wanted to create a program
that specializes in these items
only because they are often
forgotten in favor of food do
nations. However, these toilet
ries are in high demand.
“It really is important,
students need dish soap, they
need toilet paper, they need
tampons, sometimes it’s hard
to put that word out there so
why don’t we put that word
out there and people can deal
with it,” Palm said.
TGS was also responsible
for the beginning of another
initiative called Students Use
Donated Soaps, or SUDS.
SUDS is the idea of Jordyn
Lawton, a graduate assistant in
TGS, who also wanted to help
advertise the necessity of hy
giene product donation.
“We were going with a
theme this year and were go
ing to do more toiletries and
things you wouldn’t really
think of?’ Lawton said. “Buy
ing the toothpaste, the toilet
paper, it really adds up.”
The Red Tide tampon
drive is running through the
full month of October while
the campus food drive ends
Friday, Oct. 14. Donations can
be dropped off either at the
food pantry in Kirkhof Cen
ter Room 0074 from 1 p.m.

DONATION DRIVE: GVSU's student food pantry, Replenish, is hosting a Red Tide tampon drive. The drive is aimed at fundraising tampons,
pads, other feminine hygiene and personal care items for students who may not be able to afford these essential items. GVL | EMILY frye

to 6 p.m. Monday through
Thursday or 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Friday. Outside of those
hours, the Women’s Center in
Kirkhof Center Room 1201
will accept donations.
For donations specific to

the Red Tide tampon drive or
SUDS Palm will also be accept
ing donations at TGS in Room
318C in the DeVos Center.
“This year we’ve already
exceeded what I collected
last year,” Palm said.

Both SUDS and the Red
Tide tampon drive’s donations
will be distributed with the
help of Replenish to students
who are in need. Those in need
may visit the pantry and fill up
a bag twice a month after fill

ing out a short form.
“If you have leftover (un
used) items, don’t feel like
you need to go out and buy
them,” Lawton said. “But
even going to the dollar store,
every little bit counts.”

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

Global Laker Night to bring alumni, current Lakers together
Event focuses on international experiences, studying abroad
BY MEGHAN MCBRADY
MMCBRADY@LANTHORN.COM

LIFE-CHANGING EXPERIENCES: Professor Sebastian Maisel of the Oman and United Arab Emirates
study abroad trip serves tea to a student at the 2015 GVSU study abroad fair. COURTESY I alissa lane

LIGHTS
CONTINUED FROM A1

GVSU and Consumers En
ergy have agreed to split the
cost for the light towers that
are currently in place. Ihe
lights set in place are being

checked daily for mainte
nance and security reasons.
“Consumers Energy has
also shared with me that
they intend to have tempo
rary street lights mounted
soon, and this will hopefully
alleviate the need for the
light towers that are now in

place,” Thimmesch said.
There is not a specific time
frame yet for a permanent
lighting solution on 48th Av
enue, as Consumers Energy
and Allendale Township are
working to finalize that project,
Thimmesch said. Total costs
have also not been determined.

Choosing a major can be
hard. Choosi ng where to study
abroad can be even harder.
While Grand Valley State
UnivPisity’s Padnos Interna
tional Center hosts various
study abroad fairs during the
academic school year, the
center also hosts a “Global
Laker Night” so undergrad
uate students can meet with
study abroad alumni in an
informal environment.
Designed to celebrate past
GVSU students have stud
ied abroad, the event, which
will take place at The B.O.B
Thursday, Oct. 20, also raises
money to send undergradu
ate students abroad.
“It was a reunion of sorts,
and still is that, but we’ve ex
panded it to current students
who have studied abroad, and
faculty and staff involved in
studying abroad, and even peo
ple from the West Michigan
community who study abroad,”
said Mark Schaub, the chief
international officer at the Pad

“Consumers will actually
install some temporary light
fixtures on the power poles
on 48th (Avenue),” Thim
mesch said. “When this is
completed, we will be able
to remove the portable units
that are now in place.”
Allendale Township will

nos International Center.
With student tickets being
$25 and non-student tickets
being $35, the proceeds from
the event will go to several
study abroad scholarships.
Alissa Lane, outreach co
ordinator for the Padnos In
ternational Center (PIC), said
the event is inclusive for any
one that has international ex
perience, which includes stu
dents, international students,
faculty and scholars at GVSU.
“A big part is that we wanted
students to meet some alumni
that have studied abroad,” she
said. “The purpose really for
the Global Laker Night is it to
be a great way for alumni to
share their life-changing ex
periences abroad and here at
Grand Valley and to give back
to the community,”
The event will include mu
sic played by the band Grupo
Ay£, an Afro-Caribbean Latin
jazz band, to appeal to an inter
national brand of music.
“On a personal level, I
think it is something students
always
remember,”
Lane
said “On a professional level,
studying abroad can help stu

dents gang a wider perspec
tive of their worldview and
learn how to communicate,
adapt and be flexible in differ
ent international cultures.”
As far as the Global Laker
Event goes, the PIC is inter
ested in bringing domestic
students and international stu
dents a positive experience at
GVSU. Whether it be abroad
or not, having the chance to be
exposed to different cultures
around the world is an oppor
tunity to attain a well-rounded
and international education.
“Another aspect that comes
from alumni attending this
event is to see the impact of
their donations toward these
scholarships,” Lane said. “Past
recipients will talk about how
the scholarship they’ve attend
ed from GVSU and talk about
how their experience impact
ed their lives and career.”
“Giving this gift, sticks
with people and really see
ing the change you are mak
ing through this donation
by talking to these alumni
will set a course for an
amazing journey abroad.”

continue to work with Con
sumers Energy to finalize the
costs behind permanent fix
tures and what is needed for
installation. Until then, the
temporary fixtures will contin
ue to function as placeholders.
“The lights are great,
but the credit should go to

GVSU,” said Jerry Alkema,
Allendale Township super
visor. “Tim Thimmesch
and President (Thomas)
Haas had the pull to make it
happen. Consumers Energy
will have a design soon and
we will hopefully have per
manent lights shortly.”

GROWING BEAUTY:
Youssef Darwich (far left) as
sists some Grand Valley State
University student volunteers
at the GVSU Sustainability
Agriculture Project Farm Friday
Sept. 30. The sustainable agri
culture project helps to educate
students about sustainable
means and fresh food. The farm
also provides fresh produce to
various campus dining locations
and sells fresh vegetables at the
GVSU farmers market.
EMILY FRYE
GVL
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ARTS AT A GLANCE
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UNNATURAL CAUSES SERIES AT GV
Exploring the effects of social factors on health
care in the U.S., the Unnatural Causes series edu
cates students at Grand Valley State University,
featuring different perspectives across the na
tion. The Thursday. Oct. 13 event will focus on race,
socioeconomic class, geography and gender in its
examination of well-being among Americans.
Students will attempt to answer the question: "Is
inequality making us sick?” The Unnatural Causes series
includes seven short documentaries, which includes
one each week, followed by instructor-led discussion
and application of concepts among participants.
The event will take place in the Kirkhof Center
Room 2270 from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m coordinated by
Melissa Selby-Theft, coordinator of Outreach and
Peer Education at the University Counseling Center.

HUMAN RIGHTS MOVIE NIGHT: ‘THE GOOD LIE’
After making their way across Sudan to Kenya
spending 13 years in refugee camps, four Sudanese
siblings come to America and navigate a different
culture. Human Rights Movie Night at Grand Valley
State University will feature "The Good Lie,” featuring
movie star Reese Witherspoon.
This realistic drama displays a perspective of
human rights issues focused on refugees and mak
ing personal decisions to provide a better future.
The movie takes place in Kirkhof Center Room 2263
Thursday, Oct. 13 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

FLU SHOTS FOR STUDENTS AT GV
Grand Valley State University will be offering flu
vaccinations until Thursday, Oct. 27 at various locations.
The GVSU Health Center, as well as the Allendale, Pew,
Holland and Muskegon campuses will have a clinic set
up throughout the month for vaccinations.
Flu shots at the clinics will cost $40, payable by credit
or debit card but can also be charged to a student ac
count. Insurance billing is available at the GVSU Health
Center. Appointments are not required, but it is recom
mended to print and complete the shot form ahead of
time. For a detailed list of all clinic dates and times or to
print a shot form, visit www.gvsu.edu/fhc/flu.

‘ART CRAVE’ GV ART GALLERY TOURS
Throughout the month of October, join the Grand
Valley State University Art Gallery Monday through
Thursday from 12:30 p.m. to 1 p.m. for fun and
informal gallery tours. Students can visit with gal
lery assistants and learn about the collaborations or
processes that went into creating the artwork.
The 2016 GVSU and Seoultech Art and Design fac
ulty exhibition will be among the featured galleries
during the tour. In addition, participants will decorate
a donut coloring page and compete for prizes from
the GVSU Laker Store.
Following the visit, attendees are encouraged
to take home a doughnut-themed coloring page to
share online using the hashtag #GVSUart.

GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN
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MENTAL HEALTH

Keeping calm under stress
Panhellenic speaker Liz Funk shares self-care tips
BY ASHLYN KORIENEK
LAKERUFE@LANTHORN.COM

While midterms consume
the schedules of students
across campus, personal care
often becomes less important.
Students who cannot find
time to check back into real
ity and prioritize relaxation,
often find stress building up
along with a multitude of
health concerns to navigate.
Aiming to mentor highachieving sorority women
in reducing stress, speaker
Liz Funk shared her per
sonal experiences at Grand
Valley
State
University
Tuesday, Oct. 11, hosted by
the Panhellenic Council.
Funk teaches women in
her nationwide program to
adopt the motto “keep calm
and trust that the universe
has your back.”
Visiting more than 100
colleges across the nation,
she is a New York-based
freelance writer and speaker
passionate about wellness
and womens issues. Funk
has written for organizations
including Economist, Wash
ington Post and USA Today.
The program began short
ly after Funk published her
2009 book “Supergirls Speak
Out.” Her focus was to pro
vide solutions for stress and
confidence-building skills.
“When my book was
published, I started talking
to college women about the
pressures on todays young
women trying to be perfect.
Women feel like they have to
do everything, please every
one and make it all look easy,”
Funk said. “It became clear
that it wasn’t as important to
talk about the problem, but
what was really important
was talking about solutions.”
Funk highlighted three so

WELLNESS: Writer and public speaker Liz Funk shares her experiences with anxiety and relaxation meth
ods. Funk has spoken to sorority women at more than 100 colleges nationwide, courtesy | lizfunk.com

lutions to reduce regular stress
factors, including observing
daily thoughts, time manage
ment and ensuring self-care.
“Reducing stress is really
an inside job, we need to learn
how to manage our thoughts
and learn to effectively use our
brains,” Funk said. “We can
shift our perceptions and start
seeing our brains as a tool that
we can use really effectively.”
Morgan Greenberg, vice
president of membership
development for the Panhel
lenic Council, said the group
chose Funk to encourage col
lege women to let go of the
urge to control every detail in
their everyday lives. She said
speakers such as Funk en
courage the Greek commu
nity to feel empowered and
recognize their hard work.
“I believe events such as
these benefit the Greek com
munity by helping students
realize the impact their ser
vice can have,” Greenberg said.
“Life gets crazy and sometimes
busy students in the Greek
community forget all of the

great things they are doing.
“Speakers with powerful
messages like Liz help them
feel appreciated and gain a
new perspective.”
According to the Anxiety
and Depression Association
of America, 40 million adults
in the U.S. 18 and older suffer
from anxiety disorders. Funk
related to the issue, as she
found her problem was not
knowing how to control her
overwhelming thoughts.
Raising awareness about
Obsessive Compulsive Dis
order (OCD), Funk started
a project speaking about her
experience with OCD and
how she copes with the anxi
ety. Her blog, “Befriend your
Glowing OCD Brain,” teaches
women how to exert mental
energy where it matters most.
“When you are inclined
to have that weekly freak
out, think ‘is this good for
my brain?’ If you decide the
answer is no, what can I do
to calm myself down, feel
better and acknowledge the
feelings I am having to calm

my brain,” she said.
In addition, Funk said stu
dents often do not know how
to reserve their daily energy in
ways to optimize productivity.
“I think all of us should
picture ourselves as having a
magic battery floating above
our heads. You want to make
a habit of checking in on
your charge,” Funk said. “We
take massive action when
our iPhones get to 2 percent,
but how often do we let our
selves get to 2 percent."
Funk said relaxation meth
ods like meditation and lis
tening to calming music can
help reduce negative thoughts
and allow for more concen
tration and productivity.
“The idea here is we want to
figure out what are the activi
ties that charge our batteries in
the least amount of time,” Funk
said. “The other side of self care
is doing something that makes
you feel good. It’s really power
ful that if we go through a time
where we become uncomfort
able, we know the skills to take
care of ourselves.”

GREEK LIFE

SPOKEN WORD

Delta Zeta hosts ‘Hike for Hearing’ event
BY SAMANTHA ELLIOTT-MOSLEY
SELUOTT-MOSLEY@LANTHORN.COM

PRIDE: Every semester at GVSU. the LGBT Resource Center’s “Queer the Air" event invites students
to share poetry. This year, the event represented National Coming Out Day. GVL | Michael dykstra

‘Queer the Air’ creates
inclusive open mic night
BY TY KONNELL
TKONNELL@LANTHORN.COM

Aiming to affirm and sup
port LGBT students at Grand
Valley State University, the
Milton E. Ford LGBT Re
source Center hosted “Queer
the Air” Monday, Oct. 10 as
students shared experiences
of personal identity and em
braced the arts.
Held once a semester in
the LGBT Resource Center,
students are invited to read
poetry and other spoken
performance pieces. This
year, “Queer the Air” was
held in honor of National
Coming Out Day, which cel
ebrates the coming out pro
cess for LGBT people.
“National Coming Out
Day is a recognition and
celebration of LGBT identi
ties and visibilityT said Marla
Wick, assistant director of the
center. “The idea of coming
out, and of there being a closet
that one needs to ‘come out’
of, only makes sense because
we are all otherwise presumed
to be straight and cisgender.
LGBT people are in all of our
communities, and this day
celebrates their presence and
importance in everyone’s lives.

“(Queer the Air) gives stu
dents a platform to express
themselves creatively and au
thentically in a vibrant and
supportive environment.”
This event, along with
other organizations in rela
tion to the LGBT Resource
Center, creates a strong
sense of community be
tween the performers and
observers. Wick said mar
ginalized voices are allowed
to be heard in a safe space.
“This event definitely pro
vides a form of community
for LGBT students,” Wick
said. “Students who perform
or participate in this event as
audience members get to ap
preciate not only the amaz
ing amount of talent and cre
ativity in their community,
but also the wonderfully tan
gible way these students sup
port each other.
“We get some food and re
ally encourage a creative and
warm community environ
ment focused on self-expres
sion and validation.”
Ezra Smith, student worker
in the LGBT Resource Center,
said public events like “Queer
the Air” allow for a broader
audience other than only stu
dents who frequent the center.
“It definitely brings out a

lot of people we don’t see on
a daily basis, especially with
us being queer, our com
munity can be very small
because not many folks are
out,” Smith said. “It’s not just
the open mic aspect of it,
but even when we’re all just
sitting down and listening,
we’re reacting, watching oth
er people react and bonding
over those moments.”
Alongside events like
“Queer the Air,” the LGBT
Resource ('enter offers a myr
iad of services to the commu
nity, as well as those who are
not affiliated with GVSU but
are interested in the materials
the center provides.
“We provide support to
students, faculty and staff on
campus as well as commu
nity members who contact
us for resources, education
or referrals. We offer a safer
space on campus for students
to gather and be in commu
nity with one another, and
support a number of student
groups,” Wick said.
Additionally, Wick said
the center focuses on out
reach and training across the
campus and West Michigan
community as an effort to
ward improving the cultural
climate for LGBT people.

Over the years, Greek life at
Grand Valley State University
has focused its resources, ef
forts and time on philanthropy
and working towards making
a difference in the community.
The GVSU Delta Zeta chapter
brought its philanthropy out
doors to an off-campus nature
trail for the second annual
“Hike for Hearing” event.
About 150 people attended
the event Saturday, Oct. 8, held
at Johnson Park in GrandviUe,
Michigan. Delta Zeta sisters,
alumnae and community
members were among those
that gathered at the park to
hike for a cause and socialize
on a warm fall day.
Since 1954, Delta Zeta
chose speech and hearing
as its major national philan
thropy goals. In 2015, the
organization pledged a na
tional goal to raise $5 million
dollars to support this phil
anthropic mission, with do
nations going directly to the
Starkey Hearing Foundation.
Last year, Delta Zeta
chapters across the nation
raised $125,000 for the Starkey Hearing Foundation.
Delta Zeta’s website states

the Starkey Hearing Foun
dation has pledged to give
more than one million hear
ing aids to people in need
this decade, and currently
provides more than 175,000
hearing aids annually.
To kick off the hike, Del
ta Zeta hosted speaker Nan
cy Cluley, who works with
Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Services in Grand Rapids.
GVSU Delta Zeta philan
thropy assistant Breanna Petrucciani said she was sur
prised when Cluley told the
audience how many people
in Kent County identify
as deaf or hard of hearing,
more than 23,000 people.
“Hearing problems are
very overlooked because
it’s something you can’t
really see about people,”
Petrucciani said.
Learning about this
cause, she said, has made
it become important to her
personally, as well as being
a philanthropic goal.
“Not only in the United
States, but especially outside
of our country’s boarders, in
low-income societies out
reach is important,” Petruc
ciani said. “It gives people the
opportunity to be an active
member of society, fend for
themselves and not be hin

dered by their impairment.”
Delta Zeta vice president of
philanthropy Marissa Hagen
said although this is a national
goal for the sorority, she has
also found a true passion for
Delta Zetas mission at GVSU.
“It’s a humbling experience
to give back to people who
you don’t know/ Hagen said.
“They are going to appreciate
what you are able to give them,
no matter what it is.”
Hagen said she has felt
passionate about giving back
to the community since she
was in high school, and is
humbled to hold a position
with Delta Zeta where she
can fulfill that commitment.
While ticket sales are
still being counted from the
“Hike for Hearing,” GVSUs
Delta Zeta chapter raised
about $10,000 toward that $5
million dollar goal with their
“Hoops for Hearing” basket
ball event last semester.
In addition, Hagen said
the “Hike for Hearing” event
was successful in its rais
ing of both awareness and
money for individuals who
are deaf and hard of hearing.
“There was overwhelm
ing support from everyone
that was there, and just
enjoying nature in general
was great too,” Hagen said.

SERVICE: GVSU’s Delta Zeta walks for the second annual “Hike for Hearing" event. About 150 people
attended Saturday. Oct. 8 at Johnson Park in Grandville. Michigan. COURTESY | BREANNA PETRUCCIAN
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QUICK HITS
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BY JOSH PEICK
ASSISTANTSPORTSiwLANTHORN.COM

SUSELAND NAMED GLIAC
NORTH DIVISION PLAYER
OF THE WEEK

ast season, the (iraiul
Valley State womens
soccer team fielded
one of the most pro
ductive offensive players in the
nation across the board. Marti
Corby, a two-time NSCAA
Player of the Year, ranked third
in the nation in goals (25), first
in assists (17), and second in
points (67) last season.
This year, Corby has only
four goals, but her contribu
tions to the team are hard to
quantify, except for her Divi
sion Il-leading 14 assists.
Corby has become more of
a facilitator this season. That
can be credited to a number of
different reasons, the biggest
one being that her support
ing cast on the offensive side
of the ball is more productive
than in previous years.
“Our forwards have grown
so much. They are such a
threat, and it is easier for me
to assist the ball to them,”
Corby said. “Last year, I think
a lot of the time I would pass
them the ball and get in for a
* cross, but now its get them the
ball and they go to the goal.”
Since Corby has been in
a Lakers uniform, the GVSU
offense has run through her in
the middle of the field.
“(Corby) has meant ev
erything to (our program),”
said GVSU coach Jeff Ho
sier. “She is a big reason why
when I first got here I felt
that we should play through
the midfield more.”
By playing through the
middle, the outsides of the
field open up when Corby
receives the ball.
“When Marti (Corby) drib
bles, people just swarm,” said
Gabriella Mencotti. “Having
that happen, the center-mids
will collapse on her which frees
up the outside completely’’
Mencotti is benefitting from

L

Grand Valley State women’s
volleyball player Jayci Suseland
earned GLIAC North Division
Player of the Week after her
performance against Tiffin and
Ashland over the weekend.
Suseland, a freshman, accu
mulated 39 kills and 12 blocks in
the Lakers’ two wins. In the game
against Tiffin, Suseland recorded
20 kills on 27 attempts, commit
ting only three errors. The 20
kills is a new career high for her.
In the game against Ashland,
Suseland recorded a game-high
19 kills and added seven rejec
tions in the match. Suseland
is climbing the GLIAC ranks in
offensive categories in confer
ence matches. She is third in kills
(3.97) and points (4.50) per set,
and fourth in total kills with 127.

GV VOLLEYBALL SEEDED
FIFTH IN MIDWEST REGION
CROSSOVER TOURNAMENT
The Grand Valley State
women’s volleyball team earned
the fifth seed in the Midwest
Region Crossover Tournament
starting Saturday, Oct. 15. The
tournament, held at the Great
Lakes Center in Aurora, Illinois, is
one of the largest tournaments
in the country across all NCAA
divisions.
The Lakers will face off
against three teams from the
Great Lakes Valley Conference
(GLVC) on the first two days
of the tournament. GVSU will
play the sixth-seeded Drury,
second-seeded McKendree and
ninth-seeded Indianapolis.
GVSU has had success in
the tournament in the past. The
team has gone a perfect 4-0 in
four years (2008, 2010, 2012 and
2013) and boasts a 17-7 record
in the past eight years in the
tournament.
GVSU’s first game is against
Drury at 3:30 p.m. Friday, Oct. 14.

GV WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
ADDS TWO RECRUITS TO
2016-17 ROSTER

POINT GUARD: Marti Corby (13) crosses the ball in front of Tiffin’s net in the Lakers' win over the Tiffin Dragons Friday, Sept. 30,
with a final score of 10-0 at Lubbers Stadium. Corby leads GVSU and NCAA Division II with 14 assists this year. GVL | KEVIN SIELAFF

The Grand Valley State
women’s basketball team added
two recruits to the team for the
2016-17 season. Rio Dungeon and
Megan Belke have been added
to the roster and increase the
recruiting class to seven players.
Both players are versatile op
tions in the lineup as they both
can play either guard or forward.
Dungeon sports a height of 5’11”
and Belke a height of 5’10’’.
Dungeon joins the Lakers
after spending her freshman
year on the Oakland University
basketball team. Dungeon was
originally a recruit for the Lakers
out of high school, but after one
season at Oakland in which she
saw action in 15 games, she is
joining the Lakers.

VOLLEYBALL
BY BRADY MCATAMNEY
BMCATAMNEY@LANTHORN.COM

The Blackhawks and the
Red Wings. The University
of Michigan and Ohio State.
No matter where people turn
in life, personal rivalries play
a huge role.
It could be that scrappy
point guard from a rival high
school. Maybe its the kid who
sat two rows to the left that al
ways got the highest grade in
the class. Or maybe its some
thing all the way back to a
kid playing backyard football
with the neighborhood kids.
But it’s not so typical for
those arch rivals to join forc
es on the same team.
Just ask Grand Valley State
volleyball players Staci Brow
er and Jayci Suseland what it’s
like and they will tell you.
Brower, a sophomore, was
a four-year varsity player for
Byron Center high school
and was drawing interest
from GVSU volleyball coach
Deanne Scanlon as early
as her second year of high
school. Upon arriving to Al
lendale in 2015, all she did
was lead the team in blocks
and kills, earn GLIAC Fresh
man of the Year honors and
make All-GLLAC First Team.
Meanwhile, Suseland, a
freshman, is tearing up the
GLIAC in her first collegiate
season and currently leads
the lakers in kills (198) and is
second in blocks (41). She sits
at 10th in the GLIAC for kills
and eighth in kills per set.
The two played for the
same club in high school and
often found themselves on
opposite sides of the net, but
now have begun to forge a
meaningful relationship both
as teammates and as friends.
“I instantly knew that she
was a great player so when I
would come into the gym I
kind of wanted to be better

VARSITY SCHEDULE
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FOOTBALL
Saturday, 4 p.m. vs. Truman State
SOCCER
Friday, 7 p.m. vs. Ohio Dominican
Sunday, 1 p.m. vs. Findlay
VOLLEYBALL
Friday, 3:30 p.m. at Drury
(Aurora, Illinois)
Saturday, 11 a.m. at McKendree
(Aurora, Illinois)
Saturday, 5 p.m. at Indianapolis
(Aurora, Illinois)
■- CROSS COUNTRY
Friday, 1 p.m. at Jayhawk
Invitational
m

; SWIM & DIVE
Friday, 5 p.m. vs. Wisconsin^ Milwaukee
»X0
‘

WOMEN’S TENNIS
Saturday, 10 a.m. vs. Walsh
Sunday, 10 a.m. vs. Ashland
MEN’S GOLF
Sunday, all day at Motor City
Invitational (TPC Michigan)
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Better together
Brower, Suseland duo a force for GV volleyball

FRONT LINE: Jayci Suseland (15) leaps up to try and make a block in the Lakers’ loss to the Ferris State Bulldogs with a final score of
3-1 Tuesday. Sept. 27 at Fieldhouse Arena. Suseland and Staci Brower have formed a formidable duo this season. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF

than her, so I would try hard
er and just try to outperform
her,” Brower said during a
joint interview with Suseland.
Suseland noticed her
teammates competitive fire
right away.
“She did. I pretty much
knew it,” Suseland said.
“Like, she was so much bet
ter than me. I wanted to be
like her someday. One time,
we were scrimmaging and I
blocked her and it hurt my
hand so bad, like I’m never
doing that again.”
Attend a GVSU volley
ball game and Brower and
Suseland are two of the most

noticeable players at any giv
en time, as Brower is listed at
6’4” to Suseland’s 6’3”, they
send echoes through Fieldhouse Arena with their vio
lent kills onto the hardwood
and strike intimidation into
their opponents.
The similarities continue
with their signature blonde
hair, though Brower has long
curly locks while Suseland
wears hers short and straight.
Their attention to de
tail and care for their craft is
something their teammates
appreciate and emulate.
“When I’m on the court
with Staci, we’re definitely two

players who play best at the
highest levels of energy,” said
GVSU sophomore Shannon
Winicki. “Whenever were out
there we can kind of just go to
each other and whenever we
get a crazy point or crazy kill
I know I have her to just jump
around with and be crazy
with. It kind of just loosens
up everyone on the court and
they know that we can have
fun and play hard.”
Meanwhile, Suseland, who
was described as a “free spirit”
by Scanlon, is not necessarily
the loudest player on the floor,
but she demands respect with
her play and her progression

from the first day she walked
on to campus is going faster
than anybody expected.
“I turned to (assistant
coach Jason Johnson) on
the bench during Saturday’s
match after it was obvious that
wed go to Jayci because she
was having a great weekend.
After she took a big swing and
got a tough kill, he said ‘that
kid’s getting an edge to her,”’
Scanlon said. “She’s carrying
herself with confidence that
she didn’t have a month ago
even though she

SEE VOLLEY | A8
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THE CORBY CONTRIBUTION: Marti Corby (13) sets up and tries a shot on goal against the Ashland Eagles Sunday, Oct. 2 in Allendale finishing with a win of 5-0. Corby leads Division II with 14 assists and has just
four goals so far this year. Corby was the team’s primary scorer last season, but Gabriella Mencotti holds that honor this season, as Corby has taken the role more of a distributor than scorer. GVL | KEVIN SIELAFF

SOCCER
CONTINUED FROM A7

Corby’s distributing ways this
season. She is tied for fourth
in all Division II with 16 goals
and fourth in points with 32.
“I know when she’s in, I am
going to get multiple chances to
score because she will play me
a perfect ball in,” Mencotti said.
Mencotti is not the only
benefactor on the offen

sive side. Forwards Kendra
Stauffer and Jayma Martin
are both in the top five in the
GLIAC for most goals.
Even though she leads the
nation in assists, her statistics
do not do justice to all of her
contributions on the field. An
example of this is her perfor
mance in the Friday Night
Futbol game against Tiffin.
Corby finished the game with
a goal and two assists, but she
factored into more of the Lak
r is
m

ers’ goals than just three.
On a GVSU free kick, the
ball was played into the box
near the Tiffin goalie. The
goalie made an aggressive
play to snatch the ball out of
the air, but Corby challenged
the goalie for the ball and
forced a deflection right to
Mencotti for a goal. Corby
never touched the ball, so she
did not get an assist on the
play, but she is the reason the
scoring chance was possible.

“She gets no credit for
that in the stat sheet, but if
she doesn’t win that ball to
begin with that chance nev
er gets created,” Hosier said.
“She has had a lot of those
moments this year.”
Corby’s production does
not stop on the offensive
side of the ball. Just her pres
ence on the field affects the
opposing team’s offense.
“She is man-marked or
doubled, which is really

rare for teams to implore
that type of strategy against
a midfielder,” Hosier said.
“It leaves you stretched in
the back, or it just elimi
nates your ability to attack.”
When the other team
does get an attacking op
portunity, Corby is one of
the first players to hustle
back to the other side of the
field to challenge the ball
and start a counter-attack.
While her statistics might

not warrant a third player of
the year award, when watch
ing the Lakers play, it is evident
Corby is the most valuable
player on the team because of
the plays she creates.
“A lot of kids that have
the talent on the ball that
she does, they don’t do the
defending work, they don’t
do the ball tackling that she
does,” Hosier said. “She is
the most versatile player that
I have ever coached.”

VOLLEY

know where she’s going to go
and we can just say one quick
little word and well know what
the other person’s going to do,
so that helps us to feed off of
each other,” Brower said.
The relationship has also
helped the two help each
other get better, as their
shared
competitive and
responsibility-bearing per
sonalities make it easy to
critique the other’s perfor
mances, but also to get each
other out of their own heads.
“She pushes me and moti
vates me because I know that
I’m kind of following in her
footsteps, so whatever she tells
me I know that it’s true, that
it’ll work,” Suseland said.
Sometimes, they moti
vate each other without a
word even being spoken.
“In rotations sometimes

when she’s in and I’m not in,
I just know that she’s going to
do what she needs to do and
then when it’s my turn she’s
going to expect the same out
of me, so it pushes me and
I’m trying to match what she
does. I’m trying to be just like
her,” Suseland said.
Brower replied to her team
mate’s comment—not before
being interrupted by Suseland
with a laugh and a comment
about how Brower keeps saying
what she is thinking.
“I think it’s a lot of fun be
cause we always have some
body to be pushing each other,”
Brower said. “Sometimes you
feel alone on the court because
you’re not always sure who to
reach out to when you’re on the
court, but when I’m with Jayci
or even if she’s on the opposite
side of the court, I know that

she’s there and she has my back
and we’re always competing.”
Laker volleyball fans and
family can take solace in the
fact that the Brower and Su
seland duo will continue to
push each other further every
day, and return GVSU vol
leyball back to the national
prominence the program
knew before a mass roster
overhaul a few years ago.
Both will pass their work
ethic, instinct and passion
down to future generations
of Laker hitters.
Besides, it’s what hap
pens when you and your
rival join together.
“You don’t constantly have
that enemy on the other side.
Now we’re together so we’re a
stronger force,” Brower said.
A force they most cer
tainly are.
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CLUES ACROSS
1. Adenosine triphosphate
4. Plane
7. Plant cultivated for its tubers
10. Wreath
11. Equal, prefix
12. type of fish
13. Measuring instrument
15. High-pitched crying noise
16. Chilean seaport
19. Make in advance
21. Where planes land and
take off
23. Nicaraguan capital
24. Reprint
25. Evergreen genus
26 Vale
27. Not the most dry
30. There are four of them
34. Pie__ mode
35. At or near the stem

36. Attached to the side
of a motorcycle
41. Sofi-bodied beetle
45. “Rule, Britannia” composer
46.__ of March: rough day for
Julius Caesar
47. A way of changing taste
50. Bubbled up
54 Remedy
55. Barrooms
56. Henry Clay__ , industrialist
57. A citizen of Thailand
59. Cove
60. One and only
61. 4__ death do us part
62. Zero
63. Thus far
64. Brew
65 Crunches federal numbers

CLUES DOWN
I • John__, Pilgrim settler
2. Dnnk table on wheels
3. A canoe
4. Baseball player nicknamed
“Kitty"
5. Midway between east and
southeast
6 Direction of attention
7. Egg-shaped wind instrument
8 Cadavers
9. Farewell
13. Revolutions per minute
14. Small constellation
17. Vineyard
18. Consumed
20. Pitchers need to get them
22. Educational assn (abbr.)
27. No longer is
28. Peyton’s little brother
29. Small amount

An awkward stupid person
Popular pro sports league
Pigpen
Type of head pain
. "Jiminy” is one
. Diarist Frank
. Boat race
Can be split
. Thought
Staggering
Baltic country
Sunscreen rating
Paddle
Togetherness
Beat-influenced poet Anselm
Midway between northeast
and east
Fall back, spring forward
Afflict

ANSWERS PG. 10

was that good a month ago.”
When the girls played on
the same club, they knew each
other by name and respected
each other’s game, but that
was about the extent of their
relationship. Now that they
are teammates, though, their
dynamic on and off the court
has changed.
Brower and Suseland are
becoming closer by the day,
and their relationship is prov
ing fruitful for the team as the
two stars form a cohesive front
unit when on the floor together.
“Sometimes when were
blocking we weren’t quite sure
where we were going to move,
but now that were closer
friends, I can look at Jayci and
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FOOTBALL

Three point stance: GV versus Truman State
BY BEAU TROUTMAN
SPORTS@LANTHORN.COM

Two numbers are still
fresh in the minds of Grand
Valley State football players
and coaches: 35-23. That’s
the score of the Lakers’ win
over rival Ferris State this
past Saturday, Oct. 8.
The Lakers’ challenge this
week will be coming down
from the first regular season
win over Ferris State since
2011, and set their sights on
the unranked Truman State
Bulldogs (5-1, 4-0 GLVC) on
homecoming Saturday, Oct. 15.
“We can’t have that hang
over a week after we broke the
attendance record (16,889),
high-emotion game,” said
GVSU quarterback Bart Wil
liams. “We’ve got to come up
and have the same intensity
this Saturday.”
One: Scouting the Bulldogs
The Bulldogs are the Lak
ers’ only nonconference oppo
nent scheduled for the regular
season. This is because the
Lakers were originally sched
uled to play Malone, who part
ed from the GL1AC and left a
void on the Lakers’ schedule.
The Bulldogs, though unranked in the AFCA Coaches’
poll, are coming off of a 26-16
win over No. 20 ranked South
west Baptist. Their opponents’
combined record is 17-18, and

four out of their six opponents
have three or more losses.
The Bulldogs have allowed
more offensive yardage (2082)
than they have gained this
season (2050) while averaging
343 yards per game, good for
seventh in the GLVC. Defen
sively, the Bulldogs are sixth in
the GLVC in yards allowed per
game (369) but first in points
allowed per game (18.9).
By
comparison,
the
Lakers have gained nearly
1,000 yards more than the
Bulldogs (2961) in as many
games and lead the GLIAC
in points-per-game (41.2).
The Bulldogs struggle to
consistently run the ball. Start
ing true freshman running
back Jordan Salima only aver
ages 74.7 yards-per-game on
3.8 yards-per-carry. The Bull
dogs are a pass-heavy team,
relying on redshirt freshman
quarterback Jaden Barr often—
which has worked thus far.
Like GVSU’s quartet of
Brandon Bean, Matt Williams,
Urston Smith and Nick Dod
son, the Bulldogs boast four
receivers who get a significant
amount of playing time. Joey
Schenk (25 catches, 253 yards
and five touchdowns), Drew
Slager (21 catches, 413 yards),
Kyle Spratt (107 yards, two
touchdowns) and Salima ( 17
catches, 121 yards) all figure to
get touches on Saturday.
On defense, the Bulldogs’

Sam Reeves (5.5 sacks) and
Isiah Hinton (five sacks) form
a formidable pass-rushing tan
dem—similar to the Lakers’
Sydney Omameh (six sacks)
and Alton Voss (four sacks).
Two: Going off script
The Laker defense en
dured a trial by fire against
Ferris State quarterback
Reggie Bell. Bell gashed
the Lakers for 19-of-39
passing, 343 yards and two
touchdowns, along with
178 yards rushing.
Though the Lakers may
never face another quarter
back this season with the
athletic ability of Bell, they
are going up against anoth
er quarterback in the 5’11”
Barr who makes his living
outside the pocket.
Barr’s athleticism is no
where near that of Bell, but the
Lakers learned a valuable les
son this past Saturday on de
fending dynamic quarterbacks.
“We try to prepare our kids
for that, but it’s really tough to
emulate (Bell) moving around,”
coach Matt Mitchell said. “The
improvisation of Reggie Bell
puts a lot of pressure on your
defense, a lot of pressure. There’s
still lessons to be learned about
plays that go off-script.”
Barr leads the Bulldogs with
1,038 yards, 11 touchdowns, a
64.4 percent completion per
centage and just two intercep
tions. On the ground, Barr

W. GOLF

Settling for bronze
GV women’s golf placed third at Bing Beall Classic
BY JAKE CARROLL
JCARROLL@LANTHORN.COM

The Grand Valley State
women’s golf team competed
at the annual Bing Beall Clas
sic at the Findlay Country
Club Sunday and Monday,

Oct. 9-10. The Lakers (626)
finished just one stroke be
hind the host team, Findlay
(625), and 10 strokes behind
the tournament winners,
Missouri-St. Louis (616).
After the first round on
Sunday, the Lakers found

themselves sitting in third
place. GVSU shot a 311,
only two strokes out of first
place and one stroke out of
second place.
Monday, GVSU remained
in third place (315). The
Lakers shot just four strokes

GrandVAlley
State University.
Robert B. Annis
Water Resources Institute

Making a difference through research, education,
and outreach

STREAK: Urston Smith (10) celebrates a touchdown during the Lakers' 35-23 win over the Ferris State
Bulldogs Saturday, Oct. 8 in Allendale. The Lakers play Truman State this Saturday. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF

has 158 yards and four touch
downs.
Three: Tough week
Bart Williams and the Laker
passing offense had their worst
outing of the season against
Ferris State.
Williams finished 14-for-24
for 200-yards, one touchdown,
three interceptions and five
sacks. It was the third time this
season Williams was sacked

three times or more in a game.
The Laker offensive line is
facing another challenge this
week in the Truman State de
fensive front, after going up
against one of the best defen
sive fronts in the GLIAC.
“(Ferris’) defensive line is
pretty static,” Mitchell said. “It’s
going to be a little bit more of
a challenge here with Truman
State because this is a little bit

more athletic defensive line.
There’s a lot of chaotic activity
at the line of scrimmage.”
Despite their struggles last
week, the passing game came
through when it mattered most
in the fourth quarter. On the
Lakers’ final touchdown drive
that ended in a 39-yard game
winner to Dodson, Williams

higher this round, but still
remained one stroke out of
second place behind Findlay.
GVSU coach Rebecca Mailloux was not content with
how the weekend played out,
even though the Lakers post
ed two quality outings.
“We didn’t putt well yester
day and we didn’t hit the ball
well today,” Mailloux said. “I
don’t think we played well.
Obviously we would have
liked to come out on top, but
we can’t do that every time.”
Of course, when a team
goes to a tournament,
they’re dead set on winning
gold. This time, the Lakers
had to settle for bronze.
Not only is Mailloux not
content with a third-place
honor, the team isn’t ei
ther. This is mostly because
both Missouri-St Louis and
Findlay are in GVSU’s re
gion, and the Lakers need
to take them down in order

to advance to the national
tournament, also held at the
Findlay Country Club.
When asked if the team
as a whole is happy with after
finishing in third, senior Alex
Taylor spoke for her team.
“Oh, absolutely not,” she
said. “We never go into a
tournament fully expecting
to win, but we really work our
hardest to try to be on top.”
Mailloux spoke to the im
portance of having success
over teams in their region.
“This is the preview to
the national championship.”
Mailloux said. “We’ve seen
the golf course, but our fresh
men hadn’t. We saw the golf
course playing the toughest
it could possibly play, and if
we get to the national cham
pionship in the spring I think
that will definitely help.”
GVSU’s
team-leader
freshman Katie Chipman
shot just 3-over-75 Sunday,

but come Monday she shot
four strokes higher than she
did on Sunday (79).
“I didn’t hit as many
greens in regulation as I did
on Sunday. (On Monday) I
was hitting out of the rough
trying to get on the green
and that made it a little more
difficult,” Chipman said.
Taylor, the GVSU golfer
with the second-lowest score,
shot a 3 over-75 Sunday, but
shot 9-over-81 Monday.
“I think I got off to more
of a rough start,” Taylor. “Had
a double bogey on my fourth
hole and I think that sort of
stuck in my mind, but (Sun
day) I was one under par
through four holes, so I think
that gave me confidence.”
The Lakers are set to com
pete in the Big Apple Lady In
vitational at Elmwood Coun
try Club in White Plains, New
York next Monday, Oct. 17.

SEE FOOTBALL | A10

Michael MacEachron
2016 Annis Foundation Intern
Michael worked with Dr. Carl Ruetz's lab on a variety of
projects related to fisheries ecology and management.
Michael helped conduct fyke netting and electrofishing
surveys to sample fish in streams, lakes, and wetlands. In
one project, Michael assisted other students evaluating two
different sampling designs for estimating the abundance of
stream fishes.
"As a senior studying Natural Resource Management, I
was given the opportunity to work as a summer intern in
the Ruetz lab at AWRI. This opportunity helped me gain
experience and develop new skills that will better prepare
me for my career after graduation. My internship is a great
example of how AWRI helps students align their academic
studies with hands-on experience and professional
development."
The Robert B. Annis Water Resources Institute at Grand
Valley State University is committed to the study of
freshwater resources, with a special emphasis on Michigan
and the Great Lakes basin. Located in Muskegon,
Michigan, the Institute's mission is centered around three
main programmatic areas:
• Research
• Education and outreach

•

•

• ♦ •

CHIP SHOT: Morgan Janke-Wolff hits a shot during the seventh Gilda’s Club Laker Fall Invitational on
Sept. 25 at the Meadows Golf Course in Allendale. GVSU placed third this weekend. GVL | EMILY FRYE
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GV students take part in Detroit Red Wings off-season training
BY NATALIE LONGROY
NLONGROY@LANTHORN.COM

Many students during their
time at Grand Valley State hope
to have a hands-on experience
outside of the classroom.
What better way than to
work alongside a profes
sional sports team?
With hockey season has
been fast approaching, teams
have been preparing by hav
ing preseason training camps
throughout the summer.
Forty-four exercise science
and athletic training students
spent time in Traverse City,
Michigan from Sept. 21-28 to
assist the Detroit Red Wings
staff conduct medical exams
and physical fitness tests on
the players. Only students who
have taken and passed the exer
cise science lab MOV 420 were
selected to go to the camp.
GVSU has been working
with the Red Wings’ staff
since 2014. Ross Sherman,
an exercise science profes
sor, said Red Wings’ strength

and conditioning coach Mike
Kadar asked him if students
would like to come and help
with testing players fitness at
the preseason training camp.
GVSU has now helped a total
of seven different camps.
GVSU is the only school to
help at the preseason camps.
The faculty and students have
created a relationship with the
Red Wings staff and, in turn,
help students put what they
learn into real-life experiences.
“The level of student in
volvement with tests used and
procedures was much more
advanced than during previous
camps,” Sherman said. “This re
lates to the level of trust that the
Red Wings now place in our
students, which I put on the
organization’s positive experi
ences from previous camps.”
Comparing
athletes’
abilities of different sports
is like comparing apples to
oranges. Each individual
is equipped with a certain
build and potential.
“Hockey players, when
not given away by their

hair flow or toothless smile,
seem to have a pretty vari
able build," said GVSU stu
dent Skylar Schoen. “Com
ing from a sport where the
motions and muscles of
running and jumping aren’t
utilized day to day, it was
interesting to see how this
affected the players in the
different fitness tests such
as the 10-yard sprint and
broad and vertical jump.”
Since this was at a profes
sional level, everything about
the training and fitness was
purposefully thought out
“You can tell the training
staff cares about each individu
al athlete’s well-being, and that
is what makes them such a suc
cessful team,” Schoen said.
Students were stationed at
different fitness tests starting at
6:55 a.m. Each station worked
a different part of the body or
showed a different ability.
“I was measuring the ath
letes’ broad jump during the
camp so probably the most
memorable moment was at
one point two of the athletes

were getting really competi
tive and trying to one-up one
another,” said GVSU student
Samora Nesbitt. “They were
talking smack and just having
fun with it and it really made
their personalities come out.”
This kind of experience
working with professional ath
letes reassured students why
they chose this career path.
Some are still unsure of which
direction of athletic training or
exercise science they want to
pursue, but all are grateful to
get the experience.
Schoen said Kadar ad
vised the students to get
themselves out there and
make connections.
“I think this experience
will help me volunteer to
participate with other ex
tracurricular activities, or to
help anyone in general with
research and studies,” said
GVSU student Michelle Ar
nett. “Any additional experi
ence I can put myself in will
only be beneficial and fur
ther expand my knowledge.”

HELPING HANDS: GVSU students help Detroit Red Wings players
during their off-season training camp. COURTESY | DAN mannes
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GV men’s golf places third
at Midwest Regional No. 2
BY DANNY SCHWARTZ
DSCHWARTZ@LANTHORN.COM

Grand Valley State men’s
golf returned to action this
week and competed in the
Midwest Regional No. 2 at Fox
Run Golf Club in Eureka, Mis
souri. At the end of the two-day
event, the Lakers finished in
third place out of 26 teams.
GVSU opened the tourna
ment with a 299 first-round
score of 299 and 304 second
round score, finishing the event
witfr a total score of603.
Missouri-St. Louis fin
ished in second place with
a total score of 580, while
Ferris State finished in first
with a final score of 577.
Domenic Mancinelli led the
Lakers by finishing eighth over
all, carding a 75-74-149.
Even though he finished
eighth out of 129 golfers, Man
cinelli was not content with his

play during the tournament.
“I just didn’t hit very
well,” Mancinelli said. “And
once I did start hitting the
ball well, I didn’t manage
my game enough to score
well. So I’ll take this week
as a learning experience,
because I started hitting
better toward the end of
the two days and its some
thing I can build off of go
ing into next week.”
Something that has both
ered the squad the entire sea
son is always finishing within
the top four teams, but not once
finishing in first place.
Mancinelli believes it will
just take one good round and
some confidence to get out of
the slump the team is in.
The Lakers’ Bryce Messner
finished 17th overall with a
71-80-151. Mitchell White fin
ished 24th overall with a 78-74152. Rounding out the Lakers
were Alex Scott and Alex Nan-

netti, with final scores of 153
and 159, respectively.
Sophomore
Mitchell
White was disappointed with
his performance, too.
“Overall I would say I had a
C-minus performance,” White
said. “I definitely wouldn’t say
it went well, but there were also
some bright spots as stuff I’ve
been working on has shown.
We realize we need to work
harder and practice harder,
and this placing will really fuel
us to get better.”
It’s not only the players
that are hard on themselves.
Even with GVSU finishing
in third place, coach Gary
Bissell isn’t happy with his
team’s performance.
“Some of our better play
ers haven’t really played to
their potential, and that’s just
kind of the way it goes some
times,” Bissell said. “Golf is
a game of peaks and valleys

FOOTBALL
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was 4-for-4 for 87 yards
and the score.
The receivers are
confident that no mat
ter how a game is going,
anyone in the unit can
make plays at any given
moment.
“With the confidence
in the wide outs, it’s easy
to throw to these guys,”
Williams said, “they’re
so versatile, every one
of them. Dodson, he’s
mainly been an under
neath guy and then he
ends up catching a long
touchdown. They’re do
ing a good job compet
ing every snap.”
Kickoff is set for 4
p.m. due to homecom
ing festivities. The game
will be live streamed on
ESPN3 at www.espn.
com/watchespn.

MORE WORK TO DO: Alex Scott warms up on the practice green
LUKE HOLMES
at The Meadows Golf Course Tuesday, April 5.

and it’s a streaky sport. No
one wins all the time.”
The team isn’t contending
at the moment, Bissell said, but
they’re not quite playing them
selves out of anything either.
“Were not really at our best
right now, but if I had to choose
between playing well in the

AKER EXCHANGE

spring or playing well in the
fall, I would choose the spring
every time. So it’s nothing really
to panic about,” he said.
The Lakers return to ac
tion for the Motor City Invi
tational Oct. 16-17 in Dear
born, Michigan at the TPC
Michigan golf club.

FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF
some restrictions apply
email lakerexchange@lanthom.com for more info on restrictions
FOR COMMERCIAL RATES EMAIL

lakerexchange@lanthom.com

Armouncrmronts

Announcements

Amtrak Pere Marquette
offers affordable
transportation from West
Michigan all the way to
Chicago! One ticket gets you
a pass to the beautiful
beaches of Benton Harbor,
the world-class dining of
Grand Rapids, and the
charming historic shops of
Holland Michigan. Whatever
your interests, the train has
got your ticket to adventure.
Visit www.mitrain.com for
more information!

Fruit Ridge Hayrides & Fall
Fun is now
open for business! Stop by
for hayrides, corn mazes,
and fruit picking. It’s also the
perfect place for large
groups and parties! Visit
fruitridgehayrides.com for
more information!

Energizing Our World
Saturday, Oct 22nd.
Registration is 8:30 AM
Sessions are 9:00 to
3:00pm.
Middle school students
grades 6-8, $10 per student.
Includes t-shirt and lunch.
This is an exciting one day
event for middle
school students to learn
about sustainable power.
Students will participate in
activities such as including
building a solar powered
device and
testing wind turbines Visit
www gvsu. edu/rmsc/energy
for more details
and registration information.

Announcements

Announcements

Students: Get outta town
with Indian Trails! Rent your
own Charter Bus or simply
get a ticket for one on one of
the many bus routes
throughout
Michigan that Indian Trails
offers!
Visit www.indiantrails.com
for more information or to
purchase your ticket today!

The GVSU Journal of
History provides
undergraduates, regardless
of specialization or interest,
with a cross-disciplinary
forum to which they may
submit their works
for publication.

M

Employment

Got something to say?
Visit www lanthorn.com
and submit a classified ad
on the Laker Exchange
page.

ANSWERS
PUZZLES

The Annis Water Resources
Institute (AWRI)
in Muskegon, Ml is offering
the Herbert L. VanderMey
Internship for
undergraduates at GVSU in
winter 2017. Deadline
for applying is November 4,
2016.
The full announcement and
criteria for applying for this
internship is available at
www.gvsu.edu/wri/
internships

Looking for work or know
someone who is?
At Express Employment
Professionals Holland/
Muskegon, we have full time
positions available from $11
to $29 per hour! Positions
include Machine Operators,
General Laborers,
Office/Clerical,
Landscaping, Assembly, and
more. Call our office today at
616-499-2199 to see what
opportunities we have for
you!

OR CALL

Employment

616 331-2460
-

Housing

Spoon University is for food
lovers who want to create
and build something that will
be a HUGE resource for
GVSU students and have
FUN while doing it!
-We are looking for
creatives: Writers,
Marketers, Photographers,
and Videographers
-Leadership Applications
due October 10th, General
Member applications due
October 17th
-Apply here:
spoonuniversity.com/
application
-Any and all questions
sweeneya@mail.gvsu.edu

Looking for someone to
sublease my Copper Beach
Apartment! Gender is
no issue (but it is currently
three males. Rent is $432,
Utilities are not included but
it is fully furnished! Contact
me at 989-316-9570, Ask for
Dakota.

Two bedroom/one bath
home available for rent.
$800/mo + utilities. Very
clean, beautiful hardwood
floors, washer/dryer.
Conveniently located
midway between Allendale
and Downtown campuses.
Call Mark at (616) 389-5182
if you are interested.

For Sale
Two GVSU Football Tickets
for Saturday, October 15th.
Fifty yard line seats, $30,
(616)402-8101.
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